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COMPANY PROFILE
ENI is a major integrated energy company, committed to growth in the activities of finding, producing, 
transporting, transforming and marketing oil and gas. Active in 77 countries with a staff of about 78,400 
employees, ENI is an increasingly united, open and dynamic company and its key values are sustainability, 
culture, partnership, innovation and efficiency.



ENI & THE ARTS

THEATRE
The realisation of theatrical performances and the valorisation of cinematic history. ENI is engaged in the 
restoration, cataloguing and valorisation of its cultural heritage, ensuring that it will be handed down to future 
generations. 
Artist: Joey Hi-Fi

MUSIC
ENI supports a range of activities in the field of music. In particular, the company is a founding partner of Milan's 
La Scala. It also sponsors the organisation of the operatic and concert seasons of the Teatro dell'Opera in Rome, 
the Teatro Carlo Felice in Genoa, the Teatro Comunale di Ferrara and the Teatro Comunale di Bologna.
Artist: Nomoco

SPECIAL EVENTS
ENI is present at the most important appointments of intellectual life. Not only supporting events and literary 
festivals, but also actively involved in the creation of high level cultural events. 
Artist: Eduardo Recife
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WHY POCKO?
Pocko is a creative platform that combines illustration, photography, animation, design, publication and brand 
consultancy across a network of international creative talents. The Creative agency, Pocko People represents 
award winning illustrators, photographers, animators and designers. We have a unique and diverse group of 
artists that have worked with top clients such as Audi, Marc Jacobs, Pirelli, The New York Times, Vogue and Volvo 
to name a few. 

Plus, our exclusive relationship with Bill Charles Represents means that we now can offer the creativity from 
photographers such as Larry Fink, Jeff Mermelstein and Stephen Shore. 

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS
We are experts in translating consumer brands to target markets, and with our brand knowledge and 
international network of talent we can put a unique edge on your product. And how do we do this? With 
innovation, expertise and by daring to explore new avenues. All of our artists have the essence of originality, 
individuality and credibility and they communicate these values to the public.



POCKO is not just an agency but it’s a way 
to approach solutions through a network of 
international young creative minds that 
collaborate and share knowledge and 
create forward thinking brand experiences. 

The wide range of creative practices and 
styles offered our approach gave birth to a 
fruitful collaboration. The excellence of 
Pocko and its artists, together with a 
“nothing is impossible” attitude, allowed ENI 
to find the perfect companion for their 
artistic aims. 

The collaboration between ENI and Pocko 
also helped the launch of ENI ZINE – an 
online creative workshop where a group of 
young talents from across the world 
interpreted ENI’s communication and 
branding. 



NEVE
CROTONE MURAL



CROTONE MURAL
ENI had asked Pocko to produce a large-scale mural in Southern Italy,  on behalf of their subsidiary group 
Syndial. Pocko enlisted the talented Italian graffiti artist Danilo “NEVE” Pistone, who spent a 5 weeks planning 
and painting the artwork on Crotone’s disused gas tower.

Upon completion, the mammoth-scale production became a Guinness World Record contender for the largest 
mural painting, scaling at 56 metres high. 



NEVE began painting walls in 
Turin in 1995 and quickly 
developed into one of Italy’s 
most accomplished graffiti 
artists. He has worked in 
Spain, France and England, 
experimenting with different 
media and deve lop ing a 
mastery with the spray can that 
matches his skill with the 
brush and pencil. 

The Crotone Mural began with 
a series of initial sketches on 
paper. Models were then 
chosen, photographed, and 
placed within a rough layout. 
Once approved, NEVE travelled 
to Crotone and proceeded with  
rendering the final artwork 
onto the gas tower.







ILLUSTRATION 



Since 2009, Pocko has been collaborating with TBWA\ITALIA & ENI as a creative consultancy, to provide a host 
of artists for their global marketing campaigns. Pocko’s vast network of international artists proved invaluable to 
ENI’s vision. Their communication strategy aimed to sponsor young, up-and-coming artists, who would act as 
creative ambassadors for such countries as; Indonesia, Australia, Gabon, Sweden, Egypt, France, Italy, Brazil and 
South Africa. The artwork was used throughout ENI’s global PR approach, from print to television, including the 
esteemed Global Compact Leaders Summit, 2010.



NOMOCO was born in 1978 and raised in Japan. 
After graduating from the Academy of Fine Arts 
in Osaka she moved to Europe to specialise at 
the London College of Communication and 
Central Saint Martins College of Art & Design. 
She has taken part in numerous exhibitions in 
different cities including Singapore, London, 
Tokyo and New York. In Italy, Nomoco took part 
in the first exhibition at the Pocko Gallery.



ZIM & ZOU are two 23-year-old French graphic designers. They met at art school when they were both studying 
graphic design and they now work together in Nancy. Thibault Zimmermann (Zim) does digital art, illustration, 
photography and web design. Lucie Thomas (Zou) mainly works with collage, using paper and other materials. 
The use of such different techniques combine to create unique products, making their work absolutely innovative 
and original.



STAFFAN LARSSON was born in Sweden, 1980, and graduated from the Camberwell College of Arts in 2006. His 
personality has always been characterised by joy and a sense of recognition, but at the same time, by the 
confusion and difficulty of putting his ideas, dreams and memories on to paper. He currently lives and works in 
Berlin.



EDUARDO RECIFE was born in Brazil, 1980 - an 
ar tist, i l lustrator, graphic designer and 
typographer. For the latter, he is the creative 
mind behind the web site “Misprinted Type”, 
well-known for original work in collage, design 
and typefaces. He has also worked for 
prestigious American media companies such as 
The New York Times, Entertaiment Week, HBO 
and Showtime.



EMMA LÖFSTRÖM is a London-based Swedish Illustrator and Artist. Emma has an MA (Communication Arts and 
Design) from the Royal College of Art (2009),and a BA (Graphic Design), from Central St Martins (2007). Emma 
works as an illustrator on a freelance basis. Emma also manages her own projects; she creates books and 
exhibitions.



JOEY HI-FI was born in Johannesburg in, 1976, 
and is the alter-ego of illustrator D. Halvorsen. He 
graduated with distinction in graphic design from 
the Durban Technikon and immediately after 
discovered his real passion, illustration. He moved 
to Cape Town where he began working as a 
designer in a number of studios. He is a versatile 
artist, accustomed to working on a wide range of 
projects, from book covers, logos and cartoons to 
packaging and T-shirts.



MAJA STEN lives and works in Stockholm. She graduated from the Royal College of Art in 2002. Since then she 
runs her own studio making drawings, doorstops, letters, characters, animals, posters, wallpaper and sometimes 
tea. Together with her friend Eva Schildt she makes jewellery under the name “My Little Drama”.



HENNIE HAWORTH is a 27-year-old illustrator who lives and works in east London. Despite her age  she recently 
took a degree in illustration from the  University of Brighton  she has already worked with a number of 
prestigious publishers, such as   Penguin and The Guardian and well known companies including, Urban 
Outfitters, Waitrose and Vodafone. She works exclusively by hand and her work always has a scenographic 
impact characterised by an authentic explosion of colours.



VÉRONIQUE JOFFRE is a French illustrator, 28 
years old. A graduate of, first, the DMA 
d'illustration d'Estienne and then the ESAD. The 
main focus of her work is in publishing, where 
she works for the graphics and illustration 
quarterly Ecarquillettes and with Affiche 
Moderne. Her collages are full of poetry and 
delicacy. The forms, the themes and the subdued 
colours of her work are an invitation to a dream-
like and fantastic world.



MARIUS BAUER was born in Germany, 1976, and is a designer who, as well as working to commission, has taken 
part in numerous exhibitions as a visual artist using a range of techniques from collage to classical drawing and 
photography. He has also designed a clothing line (T-shirts, shopping bags, etc.) that combines modern design 
with themes related to nature.



IKA PUTRANTO was born in Indonesia in August, 1985. She graduated in visual communication design in 2007 
from the Pelita Harapan University. Her illustrations evoke dreams of a surreal world inspired by fairy tales and 
her work is influenced by impressionist painting, contemporary fashion, theatre and music. She has been 
involved in a number of collective exhibitions in Jakarta, the city where she normally lives.



MAYA MIHINDOU was born in 1985 and is a 
highly appreciated illustrator, particularly in the 
field of publishing. Despite her youth, she has 
already published the following books: Le Dédale 
with David Richard (2007 - la Martinière) 
Contribution to the Cafésalé Artbook volume 1 
(2007 – Ankama Le foulard de Clochette with 
poet Laeticia Berland (March 2008 - La Diseuse).



JARED NICKERSON is 27 and is a Seattle-based illustrator and designer. His humorous and highly coloured style 
is proving increasingly successful. He has over six years experience in the sector and manages his own studio 
J3Concepts. He is also the Art Director at a distance for the European website for the T-shirt producer la Fraise  
and the co-founder of the community of vector artists BloodSweatVector. He is specialised in character design, 
editorial design, videogame and textile design.



ONESIZE
TVC



FilmMaster & TBWA enlisted our consulting expertise to work on a new campaign for ENI’s new generation of 
superior quality fuels: eni blu+

The brief was to produce 5 animated television commercials that would express the power of ENI’s fuel 
technology through dynamic particle physics, abstract fluid forms, sound design and live footage. 

Pocko had started the process of recommending a number of cutting-edge animation teams represented from 
around the world. Each studio provided the client with a complete production treatment,  which went through a 
series of approvals and tests, before one studio was awarded the final job. 

ONESIZE were approved as the lead Animation studio, along with young Director Reinier Flaes, to produce the 
series of animations.

Additional content included exclusive behind-the-scenes footage, teasers, and 4 outdoor print campaigns.

http://www.pocko.com/motioninteractive/onesize
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REINIER FLAES is a young and successful creative director and motion designer based in Amsterdam. Since 
completing his degree in Motion Graphics at The Utrecht School of Art, Reinier has quickly developed as a 
visionary director and animator, delivering a range of cutting edge projects including: Quants, Chiller, Green 
Transition, and Ventilate. 
 
Reinier’s style is one of beauty and curiosity. Focusing on the abstract qualities of nature, science and 
technology, Reinier work shows how they  often related to each other. From micro-organisms and molecules to 
powerful engines, Reinier presents an elegance of his subjects, and breathes true life into the latest frontiers of 
computer graphics. 
 
For ENI, Reinier continued to do what he does best. Through his imaginary art direction and cutting-edge motion 
graphics, Reinier brought ENI’s vision to life – merging the power of science and nature with the latest, clean 
technology.



Based in Amsterdam, ONESIZE exclusively on motion graphics, animation, visual effects and live-action direction 
and production for film and television. It is in the combination of live-action, 3D, graphic design, sound design 
and music that leads them to new opportunities in freshness and cutting the edge of design and concept. 

CLIENTS include: Nike, Adidas, O'Neill, Fanta, Mitsubishi, MTV and BMW



ONESIZE Studio

Under the supervision of Reinier Flaes, 6 CGI artists worked solidly over a period of 8 weeks to build particle & 
fluid engines from scratch, animate liquids, and render stunning television commercials. The first challenge was 
to re-interpret ENI’s famous logo.





CONCEPT ART
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STYLEFRAME



FINAL RENDER



LOGO & SIGNATURE
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